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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Nine in a Row

Up until Sunday, July 22nd, Chad Walen had won every
single Late Model feature contested at Raceway Park. The
only night he didn’t win prior to the 22nd, the Late Models
weren’t on the card for the evening.

If you’ve been a fan of the sport of short track racing long
enough, you’ve probably heard of a driver or two that had
a dominate season. Years ago, it seemed like the late Larry
Phillips would win every race down in Missouri. For a time,
it seemed like John Knaus or Ricky Bilderback won every
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feature at Rockford. Or it could have been Jeff Martin or
Donny Ruevers winning every feature at Elko. There have
also been several years at Raceway Park in Shakopee,
where it seemed like Steve Murgic, Brian Johnson or
Reuvers won every race.
While it may have seemed like these drivers had won every
race at their particular home track, it simply wasn’t the case.
They won a lot, but they didn’t win every single race. That
wouldn’t be possible, would it? Well, I was doing some
research for this column by reading through my old copies
of Checkered Flag Racing News, and Steve Murgic won
every feature, except the last one during the course of the
season at Raceway Park 20 years ago. Murgic reeled off 11
in a row in the Modified 4 division, before finishing second
on championship night in August of 1992. More on that
later.

Dan Plan

The Midwest

Veteran driver, Mark Lamoreaux came close to breaking the
streak a few weeks ago, but came up just short. Lamoreaux
had actually pulled away from Walen over the course of the
race on this particular evening. A late race caution allowed
Walen to line up side-by-side for the final dash to the
checkered flag, and pick up the
win. While it appeared
Lamoreaux may have had a
faster car on this particular
night, some times luck is on
your side. Like Richard Petty
once said, “If it came down to
between being lucky and good,
I would rather be lucky.” This
year Walen has been both good
and lucky. That’s how you put
yourself in a position to win
every week. The next week,
Lamoreaux pulled away for the
win to stop Chad's winning
streak at nine in a row.
Oh, and back to the longest
winning streak in the topdivision at Raceway Park held
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Special Event!
Friday, August 24
Friday Night Destruction
“Fire & Public Safety Night” Figure 8’s,
Flagpole Race’s, Thunder V8s, Flyers,
Legends & Bandeleros, Flat Track
Motorcycles
7 PM

952-445-2257
Saturday, August 4 & Sunday, August 5
TWISTED KONCEPT Car Show
8:00 - 6:00 Saturday 8:00 - 1:00 Sunday
Sunday, August 5
NASCAR Event* * presented by Cars For
Courage and Twisted Koncepts 20- Lap ST
Feature ST with on track introductions
6 PM

Upcoming events
Friday, August 10
Friday Night Destruction Presented by Waste
Management. Figure 8’s, Flagpole Race,
Thunder V8’s, Mini Stocks, Flyers, Roll Over
Contest & Spectator Drags
7 PM

Sunday, August 12
NASCAR Event* presented by Minnesota
Roadways plus Kids on Track School Bus
Rides
6 PM
Sunday, August 19
NASCAR Event*
6 PM

www.goracewaypark.com
Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Summer Thunder Series
Open to Area Sportsmen/Thunder Cars/Hobby Stocks

Remaining 2012 Race Dates
Saturday July 28 - Elko Speedway
Monday September 3 - Raceway Park
Saturday September 29 - Elko Speedway
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
With the popularity of our last effort pertaining to the
derivation of race car numbers (No death threats, no one
throwing things at me) we’re going to go down a similar
path with this effort and talk about names of race cars,
cartoon characters in racing and driver nicknames. I’ve
delved a bit in the past on this subject but with a staying
closer to home attitude for attending races this summer I
was sitting in my lawn chair and all these names started
popping into my head. It’s quite interesting actually so
here we go!
I can remember in my earliest days of race attending mostly
in Central Wisconsin, drivers having cartoon or comic strip
characters on their cars. Back when there was little or no
fear of lawsuits and more room was available on race car
panels due to sponsorship being more of a luxury than
necessity, numerous drivers would paint the character in
plain view on their race car. Ron Beyer who had a fairly
successful career racing in Wisconsin had Snaggle Puss on
the side of his Chevy. Madison WI., area racer Duane
Walch had Snoopy on the side of his car. What would
grace the side of the car didn’t necessarily have to be from

Dale's Picture from the past

Both Larry #57 and Jim Anderson #56
raced back in the day.
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a comic either as Marv Marzofka and Ev Fox each had a
moose head painted in plain view on the side of their
yellow race cars. Moose Peterson a car dealership business
owner, sponsored the race team so it made sense to display
a Moose on the cars as they raced throughout Wisconsin.
La Crosse, WI., area race driver Ken Christenson Sr., when
teamed up with Gerald Goldbeck built a car they nicknamed
Lil Stinker. The fact it was painted to look similar to a skunk
probably had something to do with that. Of course those
that remember Christenson barnstorming throughout the
State recall his nickname of “Babe”.
Attaching a name to a race car was also
fairly common back in the day. Tom
Reffner called his 1969 Mercury Comet
the Mercury Mind Stomper. A Jim Back
Ford was the “Avenger”. One of Rich
Somers’ earlier model race cars had the
name “Lil Thumper” painted on the
hood. Of course later on Somers when
purchasing a new Ford Mustang race
car became known as the “Thunder
Pony”. Dick Trickle was a fan of the TV
program Gunsmoke so he named two of
his race cars “Miss Kitty” and
“Festus”. Reffner later on labeled one of
his cars The Tachyon. Another model
became Tachyon II. Look that one up
once and see just what it is! Of course
those who were following the racing
scene in the ‘70s and 80s remember the
Super America convenience store chain
sponsored Knights. Dick Trickle was
originally the Purple Knight but later
became the White Knight and was
teamed up with Reffner the Blue Knight
and John Boegeman the Black Knight.
What marketing genius that turned out
to be for that time period as no one was
seeing that kind of sponsor backing and
certainly not from a retail type business
rather then one with a product directly
related to racing.

those who tried to beat them when they could. Southern
Wisconsin racer John Ziegler was able on occasion to do
just that and he did it as “The Knight Stalker” Jim Back
spent all day and most of the night trying to come up with
ways to beat the Knights team and consequently he
became known as “The All Night”. There may have been
other reasons that name was attached to the popular driver
and if you were there you know what we are talking about!
Although we mostly followed the pavement group racer we
noticed nicknames weren’t uncommon in the dirt world

Cole Howland #1 was very impressive in picking up a 20 lap
Feature win July 21st. Craig Kohlmeier won his first ever
Late Model race July 14t

Driver nicknames were extremely
popular in racing and most of the time
were a result of race track announcers
attempting to create excitement and
identity for the fans. It worked as the
drivers became recognizable whenever and wherever they
raced. In their earliest days of racing Jim Back and Tom
Reffner teamed up and went by the names Jimbo and
Tombo. That time period also produced the “Ridgerunner”
Marv Marzofka. Due to his being partial to the color yellow
Marzofka later became the “Screaming Yellow Zonker”
which was also a popular candy at that time.
Some others included Marlin “Shoes” Walbeck, Lyle “The
Throttle Popper” Nabbefeldt, Ronnie “The Weasel” Beyer,
Tony “The Tiger” Strupp, Don “Peaches” Leach, Ed
“Gunner” Walkush, Mark “Cub” Rezin, Lavern “Bucky”
Linhart, Bill “Mr. Clean” Gerrits, Harold “Fluff” Furo and
Denny “The Patriotic Polak” Sobkowiak. Out of state
drivers would often head to Wisconsin to do battle and
they too had home state nicknames. Michigan’s Ed “The
Green Hornet” Howe was one who ventured over on
numerous occasions. Bob Jusola, “The Flying Finn” of
Minnesota was another. Tom Jones who had a great
amount of success racing in Illinois held his own in
Wisconsin becoming known as the “Zero Hero” since his
car numbers were always 0. Of course with the Knights of
Superamerica prolific winners during that era there were

either, as we’d catch some of those shows in various parts
of the State. We remember “The Racing Farmer” Roger Paul
a huge favorite racing in North Eastern Wisconsin. There
was the always controversial Roger “The Bear” Regeth.
That name definitely fit Regeth in both stature and in his
racing style! There was J.J “Tweety Bird” Smith another big
winner in that part of the State. Jerry “Medina” Smith won a
ton of dirt races and the name Medina was actually his
hometown which differentiated him from J.J. Smith who was
also named Jerry. Dave “The Outlaw” Conger raced and
one on the dirt against the aforementioned group of
drivers. Lyle “Pappy” Diemel was another. One name that
really stood out back in the ‘70s was a driver who raced
mostly on the Central Wisconsin dirt tracks such as the
Colby and Rangeline Speedways. Hilarian “Hurricane”
Michlig was just that, racing and winning for a number of
years.
Of course some nicknames were earned rather than just
attached to a driver. We remember sipping a brew with
Rusty Wallace in the big beer tent at the Minnesota State
Fair back when Rusty was competing in the USAC stock

continued on page 7
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
This column is a departure from 100% racing and falls more
into a 50% racing and 50% personal observations category.
You might not agree with everything I write but I’m certain
that you’ll find it interesting or at the very least thought
provoking. Before I get too far into this column I’d like to
wish my friend and guitar mentor of thirty years Dan
Hawkinson a speedy recovery. Dan is one of millions of
Americans who must manage a diabetic condition on a
daily basis. Dan got up in the middle of the night on July 6
and surmised that he must have allowed his blood sugar to
waiver too far from acceptable levels causing him to pass
out. Upon coming to, he couldn’t feel anything from the
neck down for a brief time which is never a good sign.
Fortunately by the time he was loaded up in the ambulance
for the trip to Regions feeling had returned to his
extremities. A week later he was home complete with some
new internal hardware and a halo (or personal roll cage as I
refer to it). Our guitar playing is on hold for a while but the
outcome could have been much worse.
It was bound to happen someday. I made a long drive in
the direction of the Rice Lake IRA show on July 14 after
getting a late start and realized when I got closer to my
destination that I may have forgotten some essential photo
equipment in my haste to get out the door. I stopped and
went through my camera bag to confirm my suspicions
which turned out to be worse than I thought. Several
essential items were missing which would have relegated
me to spectator status for the evening. I guess I’m going
to have to start making a list and checking off each item
before leaving the house. Missing items included the
battery cover for my flash and my auxiliary power pack.
Fortunately the next day I found the battery cover at the
bottom of my camera bag and my power pack in the cabinet
where I left it. The hinge pins on my flash battery cover are
worn causing it to fall off sometimes when opened so I
have to be careful not to drop it whenever I access the
batteries. The flash works fine and I have an identical
spare flash so the problem is only a minor nuisance.
By this point I realized that I was hungry and foregoing my
photographer status so I could watch the races would
mean that I wouldn’t eat until close to 1am (based on racing
going until 11:30pm and a 1:30 drive home). I wasn’t
carrying enough cash for both, either I could stop
somewhere and eat or watch the races hungry. After
fifteen years as a photographer/reporter and factoring the
effects of sitting for six hours on a wooden plank I’m
understandably not much of a bleacher creature so I sold
my racing soul and opted for the food. My race day
budget presumes on a calculation of credentials, estimated
miles, miles per gallon, current gas prices and an allowance
for food and plenty of water during these hot July and
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August days. I should carry extra cash just in case but I’m
a bit more cash strapped than usual at this point of the
season and was unable to do so. In view of my cash
situation the decision was made to do an about face and
stop at the next fast food joint along the way then head
towards Cedar Lake and hope to catch a portion of the
show. The upside to my discombobulated evening was the
opportunity to become familiar with a recently purchased
2005 Dodge Caravan and do plenty of thinking about the
current state of racing and how my circumstances fit into
the equation. The van was too good of a deal to pass up
but required a large cash outlay to avoid the burden of car
payments. A good decision in the long run but a style
cramping choice for my short term racing budget.

funds so I can finish out the season. Some seasons are
more of a challenge than others and this has been one of
those years for me and some of our favorite drivers.

During my drive I contemplated how Bill Balog crossed the
line in an IRA race ahead of Brooke Tatnell at Mississippi
Thunder on the previous night. I have never attended a
race at the reworked and renamed former Fountain City tri
oval. The buzz on the internet was that it was a rubber
down follow the leader affair. My day job is at the railroad
so I’m exposed to enough choo choos during the work
week thank you. In MTS’s
defense this has been a tough
year for track prep with a
Stan Meissner photo
period of monsoon type rains
leading into a dry spell of 90+
temps. I’ll reserve judgment
on MTS and hopefully the
day will come when I can
fund a Friday night trip to
check the place out.

Bill Balog swept IRA races at Mississippi Thunder July 13
and Rice Lake on July 14. Brooke Tatnell finished second
to Balog both nights. Balog currently has nine wins, all in
IRA competition and according to Kevin Eckert’s Sprint
Car Stats International 2012 wins list, Tatnell has ten
including five in UMSS since returning from Australia in
March. Tatnell and Balog are both stories of determination

Five or ten years ago I’d have
driven to my downtown St.
Paul office and taken an hour
of vacation so I could make a
leisurely drive along the
Mississippi down to MTS. I
wouldn’t have given a
second thought to two nights
of IRA racing at MTS and
RLS and might have even
gotten a motel room so I
could head directly to Rice
Lake instead of driving home
after the Friday race. Turn
the clock ahead to 2012, the
sign at the gas station was
$3.39 per gallon earlier in the week so I didn’t bother filling
up. On the way home from work Thursday night I noticed
that the price jumped 17 cents in Forest Lake to $3.56.
Since I only make a three mile drive to a transit center for
work I wasn’t in a hurry and decided to wait to see if the
price would drop by Saturday. A Saturday morning search
of gas prices showed $3.27 in Maple Grove and $3.54 thirty
four miles up the road where I live in Forest Lake. I’m not
sure why it would cost an additional 27 cents per gallon to
transport gasoline to Forest Lake. A trip up to North
Branch the next day left me even more confused when I
saw that gas was $3.45 in a smaller town eighteen miles
further up the road.
Without boring you with the details of my estimated
expense calculations the two-day trip would come in close
to $120 without factoring in a motel room. In my household
every dollar spent on racing must be offset by a
corresponding non-racing dollar so as to keep the peace.
A second vehicle must be maintained in good working
order so that those corresponding non-racing dollars can
be spent while I’m at the races. I think you can see where
this is heading. I stayed home and grilled and watched a
movie the next weekend in an attempt to replenish my

Getting back to my July 14 travels the late start, detours,
lack of camera equipment and the point that the CLS show
would have been to by the time I got near the track
prompted the decision to head home and regroup for
another day. I don’t mean to give the impression that
funding my racing travels is a hopeless endeavor but I
have to stay a lot closer to home these days as I’m sure
many of you do as well. As a matter of fact as you might
have guessed by now I don’t have any races under my belt
for this issue but I still have a lot to say.

that I look to for inspiration when my circumstances are
less than ideal. Balog set out from his home state of Alaska
with a pickup truck, an old Sprint Car and a spare chassis
settling in Washington for a time with the intent of
advancing his racing career. After a couple of seasons out
west that included a stint in pavement Stock Cars Bill got
an opportunity in his parents home state of Wisconsin and
as they say the rest is history for the four time IRA
champion. Bill is a mechanic and maintains his own cars
and his four IRA titles underscore his talents both behind
the wheel and in the garage.
Tatnell is a career race car driver struggling to continue to
make his living driving race cars. A few short years ago
Tatnell was employed in full time World of Outlaws rides
that went away when the economy took a nosedive. Today
Brooke is splitting his time between three rides, the 86au he
races with the UMSS that is owned by his friend David
Craft, the Nelson 14 that he pilots in select 360 races and
the 1au car that he put together for local 410 races. When
Tatnell finished second to Balog during the previously
mentioned two-day IRA weekend it was a victory of sorts.

The Inside Dirt continued on page 7
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Going in
Circles

International division driver Mike Lambert is having a very
good season so far, winning six of the eleven features run
so far. Mike just quietly goes about his business and gets
the job done. A very sportsmanlike driver, he is also quiet
off the track, never seeming to get upset or rattled. He has
quietly improved each and every year he has raced.
Seth Reamer had a good weekend of racing on July 20-21.
first off, on Friday night he won the Bandit division feature
at Columbus, then on Saturday he took his International
class racer (more modified four cyl.) to his first ever feature
win in that division. I’m sure he didn’t want the weekend to
end.

Charlie Spry
It’s always nice to see the low dollar racers have success.
Recently, Lincoln Keeser captured a late model feature win
at the Columbus 151 Speedway, leading the whole distance.
Lincoln still uses an open trailer to bring his car to the
track, which is kind of a lost art anymore. He got his victory
by holding off both point leader Don Gaserude and four
time track champion Ron Bishofberger (who also utilizes an
open trailer). This was not an easy win by any means.
Only three different drivers have set fast time this year in
the street stock division at Columbus. Steven Sauer has
done it three times, Dan Schmidt four, and Phil Denikas
once Dan is one of the drivers that just quietly gets things
done. He is a very steady racer. As for Mr. Denikas, after
getting a late start to his season and having his share of
glitches, he is now getting back to the form he showed the
past couple of years in winning season titles in both 2010
and 2011.
Likewise, only two different drivers have set fast time this
year in the late models for regular weekly shows, the
aforementioned Gaserude and Bishofberger. The count
stands at five for Bishofberger and three for Gaserude.
During the Big 8 show, Steve Dobbratz set fast time. Steve
has turned lots of laps here and has won several features,
so he knows a thing or two about the track.
Several new drivers have been showing up on occasion
during different weeks, especially in the hobby stock and
Bandit divisions. Some feel that the hobby stock division is
on borrowed time, but I hope not, as these are the type of
cars that I grew up on and first drove on the street. Hobby
stock drivers need to support those tracks that are running
the division.
Rob Hildebrandt is one of the new drivers in the hobby
stock division, racing at both Columbus and Jefferson. Rob
is racing the former Doug Paul Chevelle. “We are slowly
working on it, but there are a lot of other projects we have
going on, too. I’m having a lot of fun out there. We’ll
continue to work on it and make it faster,” said Rob. Rob
also noted that he had no prior racing experience
beforehand, except for some ice racing. This may be a two
car team in the future, as Rob’s crew chief has quite an
interest in racing as well, possibly next year.
At the Jefferson Speedway, Craig Phillips recently made his
late model debut behind the wheel of one of the cars from
the Lein Acres stables. Craig is the son of long time racer
Lyle Phillips, who had much success during the 1970’s and
1980’s both here and at Columbus. Craig’s previous racing
experience has been primarily in enduro racing. He did well
for his first time out in a much different racer than he is
used to, as he qualified into the feature and kept the car in
one piece and out of trouble.

The late model car count here has remained steady this
year, even in the face of extremely hot weather and drought
conditions in the area. The weather has had subtle effects
on just about everyone and most race tracks. It is hard to
convince people to leave their air conditioned houses and
to go to the races in the heat. Let’s hope for cooler weather
and plenty of rain on non-race days.

The Inside Dirt continued from page 6
Brooke had towed up to River Cities Speedway in Grand
Forks on June 15 for a World of Outlaws race and hurt the
motor in hot laps. You’re probably thinking that Tatnell
sent his motor out to a builder for repairs but if that’s what
you think you are wrong. Brooke rebuilt the motor himself
and made some tweaks that included a different cam so it
would be better suited for our local short tracks. Not many
drivers would dare to tear apart a 410 motor, even fewer
could do a good enough job to make the motor competitive.
I made a veiled attempt at stirring up a rivalry between
Andy Jones and Brooke Tatnell after the UMSS season
opener at Elko. Since that time Jones has endured a very
difficult season that has included the loss of a friend and
the loss of his grandfather. Andy’s 2011 sophomore Sprint
Car season included wins and a second place finish in the
UMSS point standings setting the stage for what looked to
be a promising 2012. In spite of some potentially rewarding
runs Jones has yet to score a win this season and is
currently ninth in the UMSS points. Andy competed in the
JSTS Speedweek July 18-21 that included dates in Sioux
Center, Iowa, Redwood Falls, and Fairmont, Minnesota
culminating with the Jackson, Minnesota, Nationals. Andy
missed the Feature by one spot in Sioux Center due to a
scoring snafu, ran sixth at Redwood, fifteenth at Fairmont
and fifteenth at Jackson. Jones finished ninth in
Speedweek points and gained valuable experience racing
against some of the Midwest’s heaviest hitters on the big
half miles. Tatnell sat out all but the final night and ran the
Nelson 14 at Jackson where he started outside the front
row and finished sixth.
40 drivers have competed with the UMSS to date with Jerry
Richert Jr. leading the points by 87 over Scott Broty and
Anna Kouba sits in third at 144 points behind. The IRA will
be racing at Saint Croix Valley on Friday July 27 and the

Racing Observations from page 5
car division and talking about one such instance.
Wallace and Joe Ruttman had quite the rivalry going
then and Rusty saw fit to nickname Ruttman
“Chopper Joe Ruttman” as a result of a certain
driving style Wallace thought Ruttman inflicted on
him while racing on the Milwaukee Mile. And then
there was the “Swamp Fox” nickname. Does anyone
remember who that was? You shouldn’t as the name
was given to this scribe by his older brother when I
was racing at State Park Speedway of Wausau, WI.,
and decided to drive off the end of the back straight
away and into the pond there. I guess I looked like a
swamp fox, a slightly drenched and very embarrassed
one at that!
Even though we don’t see it like we used to
announcers still do come up with attention getting
names for race drivers. Dan Deicher does this at
LaCrosse Fairgrounds Speedway as each and every

continued on page 12

UMSS will appear at the Cedar Lake Speedway on Saturday
July 28.
I recently got involved in a discussion about military
sponsorship of NASCAR and took the opposing viewpoint
stating that I don’t believe that it’s an effective use of
taxpayers money. My reasoning is that the military could
accomplish the same goals by their participation in pre-race
ceremonies including flyovers. The cost of sponsoring a
competitive NASCAR team for the season has been
estimated at $30 million. I’m a veteran and also know many
people who have served in recent years. Reasons for
making a life changing decision such as serving one’s
country usually center around things like saving money for
schooling. I can’t ever recall anyone telling me “golly
dang, I dun joined the Army cuz I see it on NASCAR”. I
would question the qualifications and mental preparedness
of anyone joining for such a shallow reason. Maybe I’m
wrong though, maybe the dumbing down of the population
has gotten to the point where life changing decisions are
made based on Dale Jr’s latest vinyl wrap. What do you
think?
I’ll be taking the 27th off work in order to get an early start
for the Saint Croix Valley IRA show. The following day my
plan is to attend a family gathering in Saint Paul at 3pm
then head out to Cedar Lake for the UMSS Sprint Car
special. Saturday’s logistics might necessitate a late arrival
but I’m going to do my best to attend both shows. Beyond
that the remainder of the season will be hit and miss with
the USA Nationals finale and Jerry Richert Sr. Memorial as
my two remaining must see events. If you see a guy by the
Forest Lake freeway ramp with a cardboard sign that says
“need gas and hot dog money for racing” it’s probably me.
See you at the races!

July 26, 2012
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Publishers Note from page 3
by Steve Murgic. The driver to finally beat Murgic in 1992
was a team that had Chad Walen on the pit crew, his uncle
Mel Walen.
Miscellaneous News and Notes;
For a while, it seemed like Late Model driver Steve
Anderson would only win a feature race if we weren’t on
hand for the event. Several years ago, I once jokingly told
the Anderson bunch I would gladly stay away more often,
if it meant they would pick up more wins. Much to my
delight, they declined the offer. Steve picked up his first
win of the year a few weeks ago, and we were on hand to
see it first hand. I guess I’m not bad luck after all.
And speaking of Steve Anderson’s, the Steve Anderson
from Lonsdale, clicked off two Thunder Car main events in
a row at Elko in the Scott Kingery, RPM ride. Anderson
almost made it three in a row, but came up just short after a
hard fought battle with Conrad Jorgensen. With all of the
adversity Scott Kingery has had to battle in the last year, it
was good to see this team perform well. It also looked just
like old times walking through the pits and seeing Stew
Berg turning wrenches, and Steve running up front three
weeks in a row.
And finally, all of us here at MRC send out our thoughts
and prayers to the Cook family on the passing of Lorraine
Cook. Lorraine was the wife of Cedar Lake Speedway
founder, the late Elmer Cook. In my younger days, my mom
often went to the races with us. I don’t think I’m out of line

Martin DeFries photo
by saying my mom was more interested in getting out of
the house for the night, than she was in the actual short
track racing. Long before the “modernization” of Cedar
Lake, with items such as retaining walls, bright lights,
enclosed box seating and running water, I can remember my
mom often looking forward to going to Cedar Lake and

ordering a bowl of Ma Cook’s Green Pea Soup. As the old
saying goes, behind every good man is a good woman. It
takes a good woman to let her husband build a race track in
your back yard.

Page 9
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Yet again, the USA Nationals will feature three days
of dirt Late Model racing, with all of the top drivers in
the nation on hand. This year’s event is the 25th
Anniversary, and one can only imagine what will take
place over the course of the three days.
Once again the fans that thrive on controversy, and
the conspiracy theorists had a story to tell following
Josh Richards win in the 2011 version of the event.
Everything went as the rules are stated, and Richards
had to fight hard to get the lead from Jason Raun, and
take home $50,000.00. With all of the bench-racing
aside, last years version was a great racing event.

Stan Meissner photo

25th Anniversary 2012 USA Nationals Preview

Along with the long-standing traditions associated
with the USA Nationals, another new event has been
added during Friday afternoon the last few years. Rich
Olson started the FansFund a few years ago, and
much to the delight of many fans and drivers, Tom
Emerson stepped up to the plate to continue the
FansFund tradition for 2012.
Great racing, controversy, conspiracy, FansFund,
mechanical bull rides and glowing balls sure make for
a great weekend. We can't wait to see what this year's
event has in store.

USA Late Model Nationals Winners (1988-2011)
1988 - Billy Moyer
1989 - Billy Moyer
1990 - Billy Moyer
1991 - Rick Aukland
1992 - Billy Moyer
1993 - Billy Moyer
1994 - Jack Boggs
1995 - Jack Boggs
1996 - Jimmy Mars
1997 - Rick Aukland
1998 - Donnie Moran
1999 - Scott Bloomquist
2000 - Davey Johnson
2001 - Dale McDowell
2002 - Rick Eckert
2003 - Scott Bloomquist
2004 - Brian Birkhofer
2005 - Dale McDowell
2006 - Scott Bloomquist
2007 - Brian Birkhofer
2008 - Scott Bloomquist
2009 - Jimmy Mars
2010 – Scott Bloomquist
2011 – Josh Richards

Jerry Zimmer photo

Jerry Zimmer photo
Stan Meissner photo

Top photo - Josh Richards in victory lane following the 2011 version of the USA Nationals; Middle, left photo - Fans and drivers get together during the annual FasFund
event; Middle, right photo - Heat race action during the 2011 event. Bottom photo - the starting lineup from 2011.
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Photo Gallery

Doug Brown picked up his first feature win of the year at Elko
Martin DeFries photo

Johnny Robinson won the Sportsman main event at Rockford
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Brent Kirchner picked up the Late Model main event at LaCrosse
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Jacob Goede took the Big Johnson ride to victory lane
Martin DeFries photo

Cory Davis (#20) on his way to another Pro Stock win a Cedar Lake
Vince Peterson photo

Raceway Park Late Model winner Mark Lamoreaux
Martin DeFries photo
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Photo Gallery

Jody Deery, Michael Bilderback and Stan Burdick at Rockford
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Two in a row for Steve Anderson in the Elko Thunder Cars
Martin DeFries photo

Brent Kane, with the crew performing the Powell Pose, in victory lane
Martin DeFries photo

Tim Steinhoff leads Jerry Aylsworth in Outlawz action at LaCrosse
Mary Schill photo

LaCrosse Thunder Stox winner Jason Bolster
Mary Schill photo

Cedar Lake Speedway Hornet winner Brent Voeltz
Vince Peterson photo
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Racing Observations from page 7

Small Car Corner

week we get to see “Armageddon” Adam Degenhardt, “Mr.
Consistency” Todd Korish, “The Bloomington Bandit”
Mark Lamoreaux, “The Mid-Pack Legend” Bill Niles, and
“The Honey Badger” Brent Kirchner go at it tooth and nail
in racing competition. It still creates interest and excitement
today and there’s certainly nothing wrong with that!
Here and there…Speaking of the Honey Badger, Brent
Kirchner took the feature win here July 14th in the 25 lap
NASCAR Late Model at La Crosse Fairgrounds
Speedway…And it was Armageddon Adam Degenhardt
picking up his first NASCAR Late Model win of the season
as he took the 2nd 20 lap Feature July 21st at Lax. Cole
Howland passed 2011 Late Model Champion J. Herbst to
capture the victory in the first 20 lapper. It sure is good to
see some different names in victory lane than what is
usually the case as that is what keeps these guys going
week after week…And speaking of winning Craig
Kohlmeier picked up his first ever Late Model win by taking
the 1st Late Model heat at Lax July 14th. Kohlmeier is
subbing for car owner Curt Eckleberg who had his finger
nearly totally severed while working in the fan area of his
race car earlier this year. Eckleberg was able to have the
finger re-attached but is out for the year. Sadly, the high
the team was on after winning only lasted a week as
Kohlmeier was involved in a wreck at the track July 21st
which badly damaged their race car…Rick Schermerhorn
turned the quickest lap in the Sportsman Division July 21st
at Lax. That was the good news. On his cool down lap the
differential of the car came completely out, forcing
Schermerhorn into the wall and out for the night.
According to Schermerhorn, “This is too good of a car for
something like this to happen. We’ll get it fixed and be back
out. Hopefully when we do it will be as fast as it has
been.”…
Looking back on Friday night, July 9th, 1971, it was the
Necedah, WI., flyer himself Jim Sauter winning another
Feature race at La Crosse Interstate Speedway. In order
behind Sauter after 20 laps were Rich Somers and Larry
Behrens. The Semi-Feature win went to Bud Schroeder #78
in a 1963 Ford followed by Pete Mahlum #1 and John Scott
#40. Heat race winners were Warren Droesser #77 Scott,
and Sauter #5. Sauter also captured the Trophy Dash
making it a three win night. The July 13th racing at the
Speedway was part of Fair week with the Farm Progress
Days 50 being held. Tom Reffner #88, captured the 50 lap
Feature event and was followed by Marv Marzofka #91 and
Jim Sauter #5. Semi-Feature honors went to #78 Bud
Schroeder with #13 Don Grant and #41 Greg Delapp
following. Heat race victors were Delapp, #8 Larry
Ravenscroff, and #99 Dick Trickle in his 1969 Ford Torino.

Tyler Jasperson
Jasperson
Tyler
Age – 10
Hometown – Apple Valley, MN
Class – Briggs Rookie with the Midwest Karting Association
Favorite Candy Bar – Kit Kat
Favorite TV Show – Family Guy
Favorite NASCAR Driver – Matt Kenseth
Favorite part of racing – Having fun and the close competition

The Fast Dash went to #61
Jim Back and Fast time
honors with a new track
record went to Trickle at
20:74 seconds. July 16th
racing action found Marv
Marzofka taking the 20 lap
Feature followed by Larry
Behrens and #57 Larry
Anderson. The Semi-Feature
went to Don Grant followed
by #36 Fred Beckler and Greg
Delapp. Heat race victors
included Beckler, #8 Lyle
Nabbefeldt and Anderson.
The Trophy Dash was one
by #15 Rich Somers.

Photo from Griffith Park Speedway just outside
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.
#3 Ron Beyer and Snagglepuss, #91 Marv
Marzofka Moose Peterson car.
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'

Open Haulers, Let’s Go Back To The Future
racing, by lowering the costs instead of raising the costs
just to keep up with the Jones. (My apologies to anyone
who races that has the name Jones).

tracks throughout the Midwest. He had a very simple
hauler that could carry everything he needed to win and it
seemed to work for him. Why wouldn’t that work for
today’s racers?

However, in recent years people have been showing up at
local short tracks with the slightly smaller version of what
the professional teams do. I can understand the need to
haul the car and the equipment to the track, but do they
really need such a big rig to race a weekly short track and
run a race that doesn’t pay the biggest of amount of
money?

How many times have you passed a trailer on the road and
wondered what kind of race car was inside? I do it all the
I don’t think racetracks need to take the extreme stance of
time. With an open trailer, people get to see the car which
banning enclosed trailers, but there should be a way to
always seems to turn heads, even to people who aren’t race encourage more use at the weekly tracks. And if someone
fans. We all know that sponsors are important to the sport, wants to tow their car to Indy with an open trailer, I’m all
but most enclosed trailers don’t have the sponsor’s name
for that too.
on them. So those people who spend money to promote
their business only get
exposure when the car is on
the track. With the open
The late Dwain Behrens had a hauler nearly identical
trailers, the sponsors get
more value as their rolling
to Dick Trickle's hauler. Here is the Behrens"Dorf"
billboard gets people’s
hauler at LaCrosse in the early 1990's.
attention as they cruise the
Dan Plan photo
streets, highways and
parking lots as they make
their way to the race track.
So if you take that factor
into account why would
anyone want to have their
name hidden only to appear
when the car is on the track?

About 15 years ago I heard someone from Hoosier Tire
make the remark that short tracks should ban enclosed
trailers. Now that sounds a bit extreme, but his point was
that people are spending too much money to “look big”
and that if everyone had an open trailer, it would level the
playing field and it might encourage more people to get into

Looking back to pictures of
Dick Trickle and his
barnstorming race days in
the 70’s and into the 80’s he
didn’t have the big fancy rig
that got him to the all the

Dean Reller
A few years ago I saw a program on ESPN about the
history of racing at Indianapolis. The vintage footage from
sometime in the 1960’s showed a pickup truck pulling an
open trailer with a car headed to race at the historic track.
Today, to race at Indianapolis, teams show up with multiple
semi-trailers decked out with not only the sophisticated
race cars, but all the high-tech tools to service them. That
is something I can understand and deal with.

Check out each issue
in print or on-line
www.theracingconnection.com
"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589

Methanol also available!

Methanol also available!
Distributed Worldwide By

CALL TODAY 1-800-634-9666
Red Wing, Minnesota
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Late Model twin 20-lap features full of excitement
By Ashley Iwanski
Mary Schill photos
Cole Howland and Adam Degenhardt were the ones to beat
Saturday night at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway in the
Kwik Trip NASCAR Late Models division’s two 20-lap
features.
Howland took a trip to Victory Lane after the first feature.
He was running second at the halfway point with J. Herbst
in the lead. Howland went to the low side of Herbst and
after a few tries, and a push from Todd Korish, Howland
got around the leader with eight laps to go.

Howland then had to hold off a hard-charging Korish to
capture the win. It wasn’t any easy win, or an easy start for
Howland.He started on the pole, but didn’t stay there long.
Herbst jumped out into the lead as a caution came out on
the first lap when Degenhardt spun in Turn 4. Herbst then
restarted the race in the lead, but had to fight for that
position as another caution flag flew. Scott Rand and Craig
Kohlmeier, who were running in the mid-pack, both got
loose in Turn 1 on the restart. The duo went flying to the
outside wall and Rand’s car was sent up over Kohlmeier’s.
Both car sustained severe damage, but the two drivers were
unharmed.
Herbst and Howland restarted side by side, but Herbst
pulled out into the
lead and held on for as
long as he could. But
both Howland and
Korish were just too
fast. Herbst finished
second, Korish third,
Brad Powell fourth and
Brent Kirchner fifth.

of the first race carried over into the second. Degenhardt
started on the pole but his eyes were on the mirror. Shawn
Pfaff, who finished eighth in Feature No. 1, was racing
through the field swerving high, then low to try and catch
Degenhardt. Pfaff made it to the second spot, but could
close the gap on Degenhardt. Pfaff finished second,
Matthew Henderson third, Herbst fourth and Korish fifth.
Korish maintained the points lead, with 568 points, after
posting second and fifth place finishes. Pfaff is second
(551) and Kirchner third (545).
Greg Scheck held on like a dirt track driver to win the North

continued on page 17

Degenhardt had a
rough first feature,
posting a 10th place
finish after spinning,
but redeemed himself
in the second by
taking the lead early
and winning Feature
No. 2. The excitement

By Jim Burns
Martin DeFries photos

Reuvers, Royle split Twin 30’s at Elko Speedway

On a night billed as “Racing and Rock”, Elko Speedway
fans were treated to two wildly exciting NASCAR Super
Late Model features that saw Donny Reuvers and Adam
Royle each roll to a victory, but in completely different
fashions to highlight the NASCAR Whelen All American
Series action Saturday July 21, 2012.
In the opening 30 lapper, the front row tandem of Nick
Barstad and Jason Schneider led the 21 starters to the

green and thrilled the crowd with great
side by side action through the opening
six laps battling for the lead, with Joel
Theisen, Matt Goede and Adam Royle in
the top five. As Schneider edged out to
a slight advantage over Barstad, Donny
Reuvers rolled by Bryan Roach and then
Royle to join the top five at the

continued on page 17
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From Worst to First, Reynolds and Cina Capture Rockford Wins
By Kraig McCay
After accepting the Gerber Collision & Glass Challenge, Driver X Jon Reynolds, Jr
found himself at the tail end of Saturday night’s NASCAR Late Model field. A broken
axle in the first practice session forced Nick Cina, Jr to watch his car be loaded on a
rollback tow truck. Once repairs were made, he found himself at the tail end of Saturday
night’s American Short Tracker feature at Rockford Speedway. Both drivers charged to
the front and laid claim to victories during Instant Jungle Military Night. Reynolds, Jr
pocketed the $1,300 bonus from Gerber for his efforts. Bobby Frisch recorded the
RockStar Energy RoadRunners win while Andy Jones was victorious in Legends action
and Patrick Bruns was the Illini Racing Series Midgets winner.
Right photo - Jon Reynolds and Rockford Speedway’s CEO in victory circle as he
accepts the Late Model Challenge money for starting the feature event from the back of
the field and winning the feature. Photos below, left to right; Nick Cina, Jr, # 10
Belvidere, IL raced to a well deserved feature win for the NASCAR American Short
Trackers. Andy Jones, Gurnee, IL posted his feature win for the Legends. Racing three
wide was most common for the Illini Racing Series for Midgets as seen in this photo.

Jimmy Ambruoso photos

Bomber Special to Hollen; Lamoreaux stops Walen at Raceway Park
Martin DeFries photos
The big event for the night at Raceway Park in Shakopee
was a special 30-lap main event for the Bomber division.
Tim Hollen used the outside groove to work past Jason
Michaud and pull away for the win. Point leader Mike Stoer
finished third.
In other action, Mark Lamoreaux stopped Chad Walen’s
winning streak at nine for the season. Lamoreaux to the
lead from Jerry Ziemiecki on lap three, and never looked
back. Lamoreaux would cross the stripe in front of Walen
and Bryan Roach.
Brent “The Freight Train” Kane picked up another win for
the season to add to his point total for the season. Kane
started mid-pack, worked his way to the front, and held off
a fast closing Jeremy Wolff and previous week’s winner
Jacob Goede.
The double Figure 8 features were won by the father/son
combo of Rick and Ricky Martin for the second week in a
row. The Dickey Brothers finished second and third in the
first Figure 8 event, with Mark “Big Kid” Bronstad and
Juan Pablo Lebens rounding out the top-three in the night
cap.
Mini Stock action was full of excitement once again, with
several cautions throughout their event. In the end,
Brandon Plekkenpol held off Blake Dorweiler and Jack
Purcell for the win.
The American Short Tracker main event saw Todd Kamish
take the lead from Dave Reed with five laps to go. Kamish
held on for the win over Reed and Keith Paulsrud.
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Doar, Larson, Bazey, Davis and Schultz Capter CLS Main Events
Vince Peterson photos
2011 World of Outlaw Late Model Rookie of the Year, Pat
Doar, made a rare weekly appearance and topped the Late
Model main event at Cedar Lake Speedway. Rick Hanestad
and Chad Mahder rounded out the top three. Late Model
heat races went to Hanestad and John Kaanta.
Brent Larson held off Brandon Jensen and Cory Williams to
capture the Modified main event Modified heat races were
won by Larson and Rick Kobs.
Josh Bazey picked up his fifth-career Cedar Lake Midwest
Modified feature, edging out Jeremy Houle and Jason
Schill. Midwest Modified heat races went to Scott
Splittstoesser, Jason Schill and Jacob Toepper.
The Pro Stock main event saw Cory Davis start tenth, work
his way to the front, and pick up his 4th win in a row.
Rounding out the top three were Rich Bishop and Mike
Weber.
Eric Schultz picked up a clean sweep in the Hornets,
winning his heat race and the main event over William
Voeltz and Eric Albrightson. Kris Kaphing won the other
Hornet heat race.

WAYNE CARTER CLASSIC 100 RECAP
By Kari Shear-Carlson
Wheaton, IL driver Eddie Hoffman won his first ever ASA
Midwest Tour presented by SCAG Power Equipment and
Lester Buildings event on Friday night at his home track in
Morris, IL. Hoffman fought off a hard charging Jonathan
Eilen in the Wayne Carter Classic ECHO Bear Cat 100 at
Grundy County Speedway on July 20th.

comes to qualifying. Wimmer broke the track record at
Grundy County Speedway with a 14.741. This is Wimmer’s
third ECHO Quick Cut Qualifier award in 2012 and second
track record. At the rate he is going he will have a garage
full of ECHO chain saws.

After assuming the lead, Hoffman thought about giving it
to Eilen, but that thought did not last long. “I thought
about giving up the spot to Jonathan for a little while, but
then I thought, ‘I’ll probably never get it back’. Eilen
finished a close second with Erik Darnell rounding out the
top three.

ECHO AND ECHO BEAR CAT
TOURING STARS SPREAD
THROUGHOUT THE FIELD
Jonathan Eilen once again led the way
for the 2012 ECHO and ECHO Bear Cat
Touring Stars on Friday night. Eilen
was strong all night long and had
plenty of opportunities to be a little
more aggressive with Hoffman, but was
thinking about more than just a win. “I
could have stuck my nose in there a
little more, but we really have to think
about the big picture and that is a
championship.”

WIMMER WRACKS UP HIS SECOND TRACK RECORD
IN 2012
Chris Wimmer definitely knows what he is doing when it

Fifth place finisher and fast qualifier,
Chris Wimmer started in the top spot.
Wimmer was really strong and looked

LOCAL DRIVER SHOWED THE WAY FOR THE ASAMT
This was Hoffman’s third Wayne Carter Classic victory,
but first with the ASA Midwest Tour. Hoffman started on
the outside of the second row with current point leader,
Jonathan Eilen on the inside. This set up a great battle right
from the start.

to be the car to beat as he led much of the race, but
unfortunately he faded in the closing laps ending his
chances for a win. Nathan Haseleu also had a solid run
finishing right behind Wimmer in sixth.

Doug Hornickel photo

ASAMT continued on page 17
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LaCrosse continued from page 15

his ride height being too low. White was able to advance
from a mid-pack starting position to take the second
spots with only two laps remaining to finish behind
Smith. Chris Weber was credited with a second place
finish and Dustin Bagstad third.

Country Contractors Sportsmen feature. Scheck was
battling side by side with Matt Inglett for seven laps
before he was able to get a run on the leader. With only
one lap to go Scheck, who was on the outside of Inglett,
made his move and dove into the lead. But when he did,
the nose of Inglett’s car got caught on the back bumper Jerry Aylsworth dominated in the Volden Construction
Outlawz division. Aylsworth was the fast-time qualifier,
of Scheck’s car. Scheck was sideways through Turn 1,
looking like he was going to break and slide up the track then went on to win both the feature and heat races.
into the wall. But he didn’t. He
held on through the corner and
straightened his car back out to
Greg Scheck chases Jake Arneson on his way
capture the checkered flag.
Inglett finished second, Jake
to the Sportsmen win at LaCrosse.
Arneson third, Randy Humfeld
Mary Schill photo
fourth and Jack Litsheim fifth.
Rick Schermerhorn was the fast
time qualifier of the night. But on
his cool down lap the entire rear
axel came off of his car and he
went flying into the Turn 3 wall,
ending his night early.
Nathan White took the feature
win in the United Auto Supply
Thunderstox division. Wayne
Smith took the checkered flag
first, but was later disqualified for

Elko continued from page 15
ASAMT continued from page 16
One Touring Star who just cannot catch a break is Skylar
Holzhausen. As Wimmer took off with the lead, Holzhausen
was not far behind. As he began to reel in Wimmer when
they hit lapped traffic it looked like he had a good chance
to take over the top spot. But halfway into the race
something broke on Holzhausen’s car causing him to slam
into the backstretch wall at full speed. He walked away but
was disappointed nonetheless.
Touring Stars, Andrew Morrissey, Nick Panitzke, Chris
Weinkauf and Matt Tifft finished eighth through eleventh.
Jason Weinkauf and Cardell Potter finished in 16th.
ASAMT regular driver Brandon Hill finished in 12th.
POINTS BATTLES CONTINUE
With his continued consistency Jonathan Eilen remains on
top of the ASAMT point standings with 862 points. Chris
Wimmer has been making a return moving into second with
827 points followed by Chris Weinkauf with 820 points in
third. Matt Tifft continues to lead the Rookie of the Year
point standings by only two points over Jason Weinkauf.
Cardell Potter is in third.

Doug Hornickel photo

midpoint. As Schneider continued to pace the action,
Barstad kept his determined run alive on the inside line
before Theisen went high in turn one on lap 17 allowing
Goede to dive underneath for third.
The action remained caution free and as the laps clicked
away, the top five broke free from the field to set up what
would be a wild finish. Over the final five laps, Schneider
and Barstad were side by side as Reuvers looked inside of
Goede with Royle trying to remain patient and as the white
flew, they all raced hard yet clean through turn three before
slight contact from Barstad sent Schneider high in turn four
opening the door for Reuvers to charge through to edge
Schneider by inches for the win, with Royle third, Barstad
fourth and Goede fifth.
The second 30 lapper for the NASCAR Super Late Models
saw Theisen pull away from Chad Walen, Royle, Goede and
Reuvers to take the early lead, but a determined Royle
would mount an early charge working by Walen for second
on lap five with Reuvers following suit powering by Goede
and then Walen for third on lap six. Once in second, Royle
quickly dispatched with Theisen to take the lead on lap
seven with Reuvers matching the move one lap later and
then moving to Royle’s outside looking to take the lead to
no avail. As the field reached the midpoint, Royle led
Reuvers by four car lengths with Theisen, Goede and Joe
Garafolo in the top five before the caution flew on lap 20 as
Greg Gernetz spun in turn one. On the restart, Royle
dictated the tempo to take the lead and power on to his
third Feature win of 2012, with Reuvers, Goede, Theisen
and Bryan Roach earning top fives, with Garafolow earning
a season best sixth.

Martin DeFries photo

The Big 8’s saw Jon Lemke bolt to the early lead with Chris
Marek charging around pole sitter Travis Stanley for
second on lap four, with Doug Brown and Jake Ryan
joining the top five. As Lemke continued to set the pace,
Brown tracked down Stanley for third on lap eight of 25
with Ryan also working the outside line by Stanley for
fourth at lap 13. With the action remaining “clean and
green”, Marek made a steady charge to close on Lemke,
trying the leader on the outside on lap 20 without success.
The lead tandem pressed each other hard over the final five
markers with Marek getting a big run off of turn two on lap
24 to take the lead enroute to the checkers, with Lemke,
Stanley, Brown and Ryan earning top fives.
The Thunder Cars chased pole sitter Conrad Jorgenson
from the drop of the green, with Scott King, Ted Reuvers,
Dick Partington and Brent Kane his closest pursuers before
contact sent Dillon Sellner spinning wildly on the main
straight, but amazingly the action stayed green with Kane
going down pit road with a cut tire. As Jorgenson
continued to increase his lead over King, Reuvers was the
next victim of tough luck as cooling issues sent him to the
infield with Steve Anderson charging around Partington to
move from sixth to third in two laps. Once in third,
Anderson quickly caught and passed King for second but
his charge would come up a bit empty as Jorgenson led
wire to wire to earn the dominant win, with Anderson
second, King third and Dustin Mann and Michael Gilomen
making late charges to earn top fives.
The Great North Legends saw Brandon Elmer lead the field
to the green with Shon Jacobsen ducking under Trevor
Bradley for second, putting immediate pressure on Elmer as
Kyle Hansen and Michael Ostdiek closing quickly. As
Elmer fended off Jacobsen’s challenge, Ostdiek rolled by
Hansen for third on lap seven before working around
Jacobsen for second on lap 10. As Ostdiek started to close
on Elmer, the caution flew on lap 12 as Greg Erhardt spun in
turn one. On the restart, Ostdiek charged to the lead only to
have Hansen roar off of turn two on lap 14 to take the lead
and despite a determined effort from Ostdiek, Hansen
earned the win. In related action, kudos to Derek Lemke
who did a 360 on the back straight on lap six, falling to the
back of the 18 car field before regrouping to charge back to
finish third, earning the MONSTER Energy Performance of
the Week.
The Power Stocks saw Josiah King and David “the
Legend” Goldman battle for the early lead, with Taylor
Goldman, John Lebens, Paul Hamilton, Tom Doten and Rob
Schnichels in the lead pack. As King settled in to the lead,
Lebens roared around the “Goldman family” to move to
second, before reeling in King on lap nine of 20. Once at
the point, Lebens cruise to the checkers, with Doten
bypassing King for second, with Taylor Goldman and
Schnichels rounding out the top five.
Topping off the racing action were the Mini Stocks and
Montgomery’s Blake Dorweiler bolted out to the early lead
and despite late charges by Jack Purcell and Justin
Schelitzche rolled to the win, with John VanDen Heuvel and
Aaron Hopkins earning top fives.
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Martin DeFries photo
Sometimes, it's not about all of the action with race cars on the track.
In the left photo, these two hot-shoe's might some day be the Late Model feature winner at your local short track (Martin
DeFries photo). The right photo shows the huge crowd at the annual Lakeville, MN city celebration know as Pan-O-Prog.
Our friends at Cedarview Electric are shown spreading the word about short track racing for the thousands on hand with
copies of The Midwest Racing Connection for all to pick up a free copy.
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14760 Martin Drive Eden Prairie, MN. 55344
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